CLUBMANS SPORTS PROTOTYPE CHAMPIONSHIP ENTRY PROCESS 2021

There is a simplified one-page entry document this year.
This should be sent to cspentries@gmail.com (filled in using Word please) and
put a cross in the box next to the meeting(s) you are entering. The appropriate
entry fee should be paid direct into the CR account at the same time. The
Competition Secretary will acknowledge your entry and the Treasurer will
acknowledge payment.
Entries will be accepted in the order they arrive in the inbox (if the payment
arrives within a few hours, otherwise the entry will be held in abeyance) up to
the maximum number permitted to race at the circuit After that up to four
reserves will be accepted in order (First reserve, second reserve, etc). After that
entries will be held in abeyance unless any Entrant withdraws. An Entrant who
withdraws before the closing date for entries will be entitled to a full refund or
carry forward. An accepted Entrant who withdraws prior to qualifying at an Event
where there are reserves shall be entitled to a full refund. All other refunds are
in the discretion of the Clubmans Register with an obligation to act fairly
including the refund principles below.
All accepted Entrants and reserves will qualify at the meeting. Reserves will race
in order (irrespective of class) if any accepted Entrant is unable to race. If
reserves are given grid places prior to issue of the first grid sheets for race one
the times set in qualifying shall determine their grid positions. Otherwise, and
for races two and three, new reserves will start at the back of the grid. A reserve
who races and can start the following race will take the appropriate grid position
earned in the preceding race.
If an accepted Entrant who misses a race can prepare their car for any
subsequent race at the same Event that entry will take priority over a reserve
who may have raced earlier.
In accordance with Q12.4.2 qualified reserves will take precedence over
competitors practicing entirely out of session or whose qualifying times have
been disallowed for any reason.
Any reserve who qualifies but does not race will have the entry fee refunded in
full. A reserve who races once will have 50% of the entry fee refunded. A
reserve who races twice or more will have no refund.
You may enter races at any time once entries have opened. You may enter the
whole season at the start if you wish. This should guarantee you will be
accepted.
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